
ADRIENNE ROGERS HAND-KNITTED TEXTILES 

Hand-made, richly textured and sumptuous scarves, blanket throws and pillows are the work of New York-
based Adrienne Rogers, exemplifying the very personal expression of her craft. She practices hand-knitting, 

wet and dry felting, and creates hand-loomed pieces– each of which take months to make. Adrienne 
conceives of patterns that are translated into novel stitches, and as the process evolves, a dialogue emerges 
between the yarn and the design. A childhood hobby she learned from her weaver mother (Adrienne would 
always touch the unspun fibers in her mom’s studio) inspire what is Adrienne’s transformation of yarn into 
unexpected sculptural forms that engage all the senses. “As with traditional Japanese architecture, I strive 
to create work that is functional yet also stands alone as a thing of beauty.” ~ Adrienne Rogers 

CHEVRON & PLEATS SCARVES 
Hand loomed lightweight, luxurious Japanese wool. 
Highly complicated to make, the overlaying 
column pattern mimics layers of NYC architecture 

FURROW SCARVES 
Hand loomed fine Japanese wool with interesting 
inherent qualities found in nature; spun with an 
unusual twist which helps to enhance the 
sculptural texture 

RUBY CHECKS SCARVES 
Hand loomed kid mohair and wool inspired by the 
facade of geometric buildings in NYC where the 
mohair creates depth and subtle highlights, like 
light reflecting off windows 

BASALT SCARVES 
Felted alpaca and wool inspired by volcanic rock 

PUSH PULL SCARVES 

Hand loomed superfine Japanese wool. Some 
stitches are expansive and some contract. This 
extraordinarily soft scarf takes advantage of both to 
create a naturally undulating edge 

FELTED WOOL BLANKET THROW, PILLOW 
AND SCARVES 
Luxurious refind wool, with unique inherent 

qualities and naturally occurring kinks and 
barbs, lends itself to the felting process. The kinks 
and barbs allow the fibers to hook together when 
the wool is wet and agitated. This action creates felt. 

Each item has edges that Adrienne designs to reflect the continuous nature of the piece. 
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YARN 
All of the yarns used for the pieces in Poet and/the Bench were sourced from an incredible woolen mill in 
Japan, choosing the best raw materials and dyeing and spinning the fibers to produce soft, refined yarns of 
superior quality. Because of the isolated location of the mill, not only is the ownership generational but they 
employ and sustain most of the village. “I’m always aware of where I came from and the influences that 
were, and are, directly connected to me. I also look for those connections within the mills that I work with. 
Traditions, craftsmanship, refinement, luxury and accessibility are the key ingredients that I want to put into 
my heirloom quality pieces.” ~ Adrienne Rogers

FELTING PROCESS 
WET: Adrienne describes this as painting with fiber. Roving or bundles of fiber are layered and felted 
together by wetting the fibers and agitating them or rubbing them together until they form a solid piece of 
fabric. The oldest felting method known to man, it’s an incredibly physical way of interacting with the fiber 
and requires a lot of manual effort. Both large scale hand-knitting and wet felting are full-scale immersion 
processes for the artist, but the fundamental characteristics are similar in the sense that they both rely on 
simple tools and actions but offer complex results. / DRY: Involves knitting a piece of fabric by hand or with 
a knitting loom and then felting the fabric, resulting in soft and somewhat uniformly textured surfaces. This 
is akin to accidentally shrinking a favorite sweater, although it’s an intentional action. 

CARE  
Dry cleaning is the best way to maintain your piece. Even with the mildest hand or machine washing 
methods, the natural barbs on the wool will continue to grab, causing shrinkage and permanently changing 
the size, soft hand and smooth appearance. For this reason, dry cleaning is recommended. Over time, with 
use, some small bobbles or “pills" may form. The finer the wool, the softer and fluffier the fibers are. Pilling 
is easy to take care of with a self-adhesive lint roller and a  de-pilling comb. Use the lint roller to remove any 
loose fibers, then gently skim the pilling comb over the piece in one direction. MORE 1. Brush your throw, 
pillow or scarf regularly with a lint or nylon-bristled clothes brush. Wool pieces that are used regularly are 
less prone to moths. 2. Clean wool articles before storing. Dry clean. 3. After cleaning, store in an airtight 
bag or container. 4. Sachets will help deter moths from being attracted to a stored, clean throw, pillow or 
scarf. Any combination of peppermint, lavender, cloves, cinnamon, thyme, rosemary, ginger or citronella 
will work.  Sachets will not get rid of moths that are already present.
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